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ABSTRACT

Statistical Process Control (SPC) technique has been widely develops for fault detection, diagnosis and control tool. Today, the industries have to keep sustainable production and operate as fault free as possible because faults that present in a process operation increase the operating cost due to products with undesired specifications, malfunction of plant equipment and instrumentation. Therefore, this study is conducted to introduce Statistical Process Control method for detecting fault early enough, so that the corrective action can be taken before the process is upset or out of control. For this research, the historical data at normal operating condition is collected by using Air Flow Pressure Temperature (AFPT) Pilot Plant. The generate data then will be ensure distribute normally before further analysis is carried out. Shewhart individual chart and Shewhart range chart are use to facilitate the fault detected. Based on the result, the Shewhart individual capabilities is more precise estimate of the process standard deviation compare to Shewhart range because it has a smaller uncertainty. Besides that, the computation of Shewhart individual involves all the measurements in each sample, while the computation of Shewhart range involves only two measurements (the largest and the smallest). Based on the result obtained, it shows that both Shewhart range and Shewhart individual chart, can detect fault for both process variables (Temperature and Pressure) and quality variables (Density). After the correlation coefficient is determined it show that the gap between UCL and LCL with CL become wider and make the usage of this technique in Shewhart chart for fault detection gives the best for it has the highest fault detection efficiency.
KAEDAH PROSES KAWALAN STATISTIK (SPC) DIGUNAKAN SECARA MELUAS UNTUK MEMBANGUNKAN SATU SISTEM YANG DIGUNA PAKAI UNTUK MENGESAN DAN MENGENALPASTI PUNCA KESILAPAN. KEBANYAKAN INDUSTRI BERLUMBA-LUMBA UNTUK MENGENALPASTI KUALITI HASIL KELUARAN DAN PADA MASA YANG SAMA MENGELAKKAN KESILAPAN DALAM PROSES DARIPADA BERLAKU. KESILAPAN YANG BERLAKU BOLEH MENYEBABKAN PENINGKATAN DARI SEGI KOS OPERASI DISEBABKAN TERHASILNYA PRODUK YANG TIDAK MELEPASI PIAWAIAN YANG DIKEHENDAKI. OLEH ITU, KAJIAN INI DIALYANKAN UNTUK MEMPERKENALKAN KAEDAH PROSES KAWALAN STATISTIK BAGI MENGESAN KESILAPAN LEbih AWAL SUPAYA PUNCA KESILAPAN YANG BERLAKU BOLEH DIPERBETULIKAN SEBELUM PROSES BERADA DILUAR KAWALAN. UNTUK KAJIAN INI, DATA DARIPADA PROSES YANG LAMPU DIHASILKAN PADA KEADAAN OPERASI YANG NORMAL. SELEPAS ITU, DATA YANG TERTABUR SECARA NORMAL DIPILIH DARIPADA DATA YANG DIHASILKAN SEBELUM CARTA KAWALAN DIHASILKAN. SKOP KAJIAN INI MEGUNAKAN CARTA INDIVIDU SHEWHART (SHEWHART INDIVIDUAL) DAN CARTA JULAT SHEWHART (SHEWHART RANGE) UNTUK MENGESAN KESILAPAN. DARIPADA HASIL KAJIAN, DIDAPATI SETIAP CARTA PEMPUYAI KEMAMPUAN YANG BERLAINAN. CARTA INDIVIDU SHEWHART LEBIH PERSIS DALAM MENTAKSIR PROSES DENGAN MENGGUNAKAN DEVIASI PIAWAIAN BERBANDING DENGAN CARTA JULAT SHEWHART KERANA MEMPUYAI NILAI KETIDAKPASTIAN YANG RENDAH. SELAIN DARIPADA ITU, PENGIRAAN DALAM CARTA INDIVIDU SHEWHART MELIBATKAN SEMUA SUKATAN DALAM SETIAP SAMPEL, MANAKALA CARTA JULAT SHEWHART HANYA MELIBATKAN DUA SUKATAN DALAM SETIAP SAMPEL (DATA MAKSIMUM DAN DATA MINIMUM). HASIL DARIPADA KAJIAN, DIDAPATI CARTA INDIVIDU SHEWHART DAN CARTA JULAT SHEWHART BOLEH MENGENALPASTI KESILAPAN YANG BERLAKU DALAM PEMBOLEHUBAH PROSES IAITU TEKANAN DAN SUHU DAN PEMBOLEHUBAH KUALITI IAITU DENSITI. SELERAPI PEKALI KORELASI DITENTUAN, DIDAPATI JUGA SELANG DIANTARA UCL DAN LCL DENGAN CL MENJADI LEbih BESAR. CARTA KAWALAN YANG BARU INI MAMPU UNTUK MENGENALPASTI LEbih BANYAK KESILAPAN DISEBABKAN SELANG YANG LEbih LEBAR. OLEH ITU, PENGGUNAAN TÉKNIK INI DALAM CARTA SHEWHART UNTUK MENGENALPASTI KESILAPAN MERUPAKAN KAEDAH YANG TERBAIK DISEBABKAN KEKEFektifannya.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Research Background

Industry technologies in chemical field are facing a lot of challenges. The industries have to keep sustainable production and at the same time increase or maintain within specified limits the quality specifications of the products. In addition, the whole production process has to operate at the minimum production of waste, minimum consumption of utilities, minimum cost of re-work and re-processing. To achieve these targets, an alternative approach in chemical process has to initiate in order to detect and diagnose fault. Chemicals plants need to operate as fault free as possible because faults that present in a chemical process operation increase the operating cost due to products with undesired specifications, malfunction of plant equipment and instrumentation. More extremely serious are a gross accident such as explosion and fire. Venkat, et al.,(2003) mentioned that the petrochemical industry annually losses approximately $20 billion due to poor management in abnormal detections events. Chen, et al., (2004) also highlighted that the US-based petrochemical industry could save up to $10 billion annually if abnormal process behavior could be detected, diagnosed and appropriate dealt with. Therefore, monitoring strategy for early fault detection and diagnosis is extremely important not only from a production cost and the quality product viewpoints, but also for the safety in a process.

Purpose of this research is to build up Statistical Process Control (SPC) using historical data of processes in order to develop fault detection, diagnosis and control
tool. Statistical Process Control (SPC) can be applied to software development processes. A process has one or more outputs, as shown in Figure 1. These outputs have measurable attributes or behaviors. SPC is based on the idea that these attributes have two sources of variation which natural (also known as common) and assignable (also known as special) causes. If the observed variability of the attributes of a process is within the range of variability from natural causes, the process is said to be under statistical control. When that variability exceeds the range to be expected from natural causes, one then identifies and corrects assignable causes.

![Figure 1.1 Statistical Process Control](image)

### 1.2. Objective of the Research

To develop control system identification using Statistical Process Control in order to detect abnormal situations early enough so that corrective action can be taken before the process is seriously upset and out of control.
1.3. **Scope of the Research**

There are several scope of study highlighted in this research in order to achieve the objectives:

1. An Air Flow Pressure Temperature AFPT pilot plant is used as a case study.
2. The behavior of the process is monitoring in order to perform fault detected and diagnosis FDD for the process operation. This can be done by development of Statistical Process Control SPC based on Air Flow Pressure Temperature AFPT pilot plant dynamic behavior
3. Selection of process variables of interest and key process variables:
   - Gas temperature and pressure are chosen as the process variables of interest
   - Key quality variable selected is process variable that are highly correlated with two selected quality variables of interest. The selected key process variable is gas density.
4. The correlation coefficient is develop between the quality variable(s) and the process variable(s)
5. Developing set of data at Normal Operation Condition (NOC) and Out of Control (OC) by using AFPT Pilot Plant simulation
6. The Shewhart Individual and Shewhart Range Chart are developed
7. The faulty condition is incorporated into the process in order to see the performance of the control chart to detect fault(s).

1.4. **Rationale and Significance**

SPC chart is the most technically sophisticated tool to monitor and correlate the performance of any given process. The major benefit of this approach is that there is no need for a fundamental or causal model of the system. In chemical processes, data based approaches have been widely used for process monitoring, because it is often difficult to develop detailed physical model (Kano, et al., 2000). In
manufacturing, the primary focus of control charts is to bring the process back into control. In software, the product is also a focus. When a software process exceeds the control limits, rework is typically performed on the product. In manufacturing, the cost of stopping a process is high. In software, the cost of stopping is lower, and few shutdown and startup activities are needed (Jalote and Saxena, 2002). Control chart cannot control a process parameter, but it was a powerful diagnostic tool to see if the process upset. It can be used to change the process when fault occur but not the most efficient way to control process in real time. This approach only needs a good data collected from the simulation and the models should be quickly and easily perform.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Process Monitoring

In chemical industrial plant, production process variables must be maintained within specified limits in order to ensure the plant operate properly. Distribution of key variables beyond these limits can have significant consequences for plant safety, product quality and plant profitability. Process monitoring plays a key role in ensuring that the plant performance satisfies the operating objectives. Generally, there are three highlighted objectives in process monitoring which are:

1. Routine Monitoring.
   To ensure that process variables are within specified limits.

2. Detection and Diagnosis.
   To detect an abnormal process operation and diagnose it root cause

3. Preventive Monitoring.
   To detect an abnormal situations early enough in order to take corrective action before the process is out of control.

The traditional approach for process monitoring is used to monitor and verify that the process remains in specified limits. This limit checking technique is a standard feature of computer control systems and is widely used to validate measurements of process variables such as flow rate, temperature, pressure, and liquid level. Process variables are measured quite frequently with sampling periods that typically are much smaller than the process settling time. However, for most
industrial plants, many important quality variables cannot be measured on-line. Instead, samples of the product are taken on an infrequent basis (e.g., hourly or daily) and sent to the quality control laboratory for analysis. (Seborg et al., 2004).

2.2 Statistical Process Control, SPC

Statistical Process Control (SPC) is an effective method of monitoring a process through the use of control charts. Kourti and MacGregor, (1996) mentioned that the objective of performing Statistical Process Control is to monitor the process over time in order to detect any unusual events allowing quality and process improvement and it is essential to be able to track the cause of an Out of Control (OC) signal. In order to ensure that process is operating at normal operating condition as required, faults must be detected, diagnosed and removed. These activities, and their management, are called as Statistical Process Control, SPC (Miletic et al., 2004). The major objective in SPC is to use process data and statistical techniques to determine whether the process operation is normal or abnormal. The SPC methodology is based on the fundamental assumption that normal process operation can be characterized by random variations about a mean value. If this situation exists, the process is said to be in a state of statistical control (or in control), and the control chart measurements tend to be normally distributed about the mean value. By contrast, frequent control chart violations would indicate abnormal process behavior or an out-of-control situation.

Statistical process control (SPC) involves using statistical techniques to measure and analyze the attribute in processes. Most often used for manufacturing processes, the intent of SPC is to monitor product quality and maintain processes to fixed targets. By collecting data from samples at various points within the process, variations in the process that may affect the quality of the end product or service can be detected and corrected. SPC only requires a good database of normal historical data, and the models of case study are quickly and easily build from this. SPC does not control the process but rather performs a monitoring function and gives signals for corrective action in the form of identification and removal the root cause of the
process abnormal behaviors. No matter how good or bad the design, SPC can ensure that the product is being manufactured as designed and intended. Thus, SPC will not improve a poorly designed product's reliability, but can be used to maintain the consistency of how the product is made and, therefore, of the manufactured product itself and its as-designed reliability. In contrast, SPC use statistical tools to observe the performance of the production process in order to predict significant deviations that may later result in rejected product. Apart from that, SPC also indicates when no action should be taken instead of action that should be taken in a process if an abnormal event occurs. Then, a search would be initiated to attempt to identify the root cause of the abnormal behavior. The root cause is referred to as assignable cause or the special cause while the normal process variability is referred to as common cause or chance cause.

2.3 Definitions of Fault, Fault Detection and Fault Diagnosis

Generally, fault is deviations from the normal operating behavior in the process that are not due to disturbance change or set point change in the process. In other words fault in the process refers to degradation between 100% performance and complete failure. Himmelblau (1978) mentioned that the term fault is generally defined as a departure from an acceptable range of an observed variable or a calculated parameter associated with a process. This defines a fault as a process abnormality or symptom, such as high temperature in a reactor or low product quality and so on. The underlying causes of this abnormality, such as a failed coolant pump or a controller, are called the basic events or the root causes. The basic event is also referred to as a malfunction or a failure. Faults can be categorized into the following categories (Gertler, 1998):

1. Additive process faults

Unknown inputs acting on the plant, which are normally zero. They cause a change in the plant outputs independent of the known input. Such fault can be best described as plant leaks and load.
2. Multiplicative process faults

These are gradual or abrupt changes in some plant parameters. They cause changes in the plant outputs, which also depend on the magnitude of the known inputs. Such faults can be best described as the deterioration of plant equipment, such as surface contamination, clogging, or the partial or total loss of power.

3. Sensor faults

These are discrepancies between the measured and actual values of individual plant variables. These faults are usually considered additive (independent of the measured magnitude), though some sensor faults (such as sticking or complete failure) may be better characterized as multiplicative.

4. Actuator faults

These are discrepancies between the input command of an actuator and its actual output. Actuator faults are usually handled as additive though, some kind (such as sticking or complete failure) may be described as multiplicative.

Fault detection is a monitoring process to determine the occurrence of an abnormal event in a process, whereas fault diagnosis is to identify its reason or sources. The detection performance is characterized by a number of important and quantifiable benchmarks namely:

1. Fault sensitivity

The ability of the technique to detect faults of reasonably small size.

2. Reaction speed

The ability of the technique to detect faults with reasonably small delay after their occurrence.

3. Robustness

The ability of the technique to operate in the presence of noise, disturbances and modeling errors, with few false alarms.
2.4 Normal Distribution

Normal distribution plays a central role in SPC. The normal distribution is also known as the Gaussian distribution. Suppose that a random variable $x$ has a normal distribution with a mean $\mu$ and a variance $\sigma^2$ denoted by $N(\mu, \sigma^2)$. The probability that $x$ has a value between two arbitrary constant, $a$ and $b$, is given by

$$P(a < x < b) = \int_a^b f(x) \, dx$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2.1)

Where $f(x)$ is the probability density function for the normal distribution:

$$f(x) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(x-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right]$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2.2)

Where,

$$Z = \frac{x-\mu}{\sigma}$$

The following probability statements are valid for the normal distribution (Montgomery & Runger, 2003),

$$P(\mu - \sigma < x < \mu + \sigma) = 0.6827$$

$$P(\mu - 2\sigma < x < \mu + 2\sigma) = 0.9545$$

$$P(\mu - 3\sigma < x < \mu + 3\sigma) = 0.9973$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2.3)
Where $P(.)$ denotes the probability that $x$ lies within the indicated range. A graphical interpretation of these expressions is shown in Figure 2.1 where each probability corresponds to an area under the $f(x)$ curve. Equation 2.3 and Figure 2.1 show that if a random variable $x$ is normally distributed there is a very high probability ($0.9973$) that a measurement lies within $3\sigma$ of the mean $\mu$. This important result provides the theoretical basis for widely used SPC techniques.

2.5 Control Chart

A primary tool used for SPC is the control chart, a graphical representation of certain descriptive statistics for specific quantitative measurements of the manufacturing process. These descriptive statistics are displayed in the control chart in comparison to their "in-control" sampling distributions. The comparison detects...
any unusual variation in the manufacturing process, which could indicate a problem within the process. Several different descriptive statistics can be used in control charts and there are several different types of control charts that can test for different causes in order to achieve the desired specificity. Control charts are also used with product measurements to analyze process capability and for continuous process improvement efforts.

### 2.5.1 The S-Chart

The main purpose of s chart is to determine whether the distribution for the process characteristic is stable or not. The s chart is an alternative to the R chart. Both of it have the same purpose: to estimate the process standard deviation and to determine whether it is in control. It seems more natural to estimate the process standard deviation with the sample standard deviation s than with the range R. In fact, when the population is normal, s is more precise estimate of the process standard deviation than is R, because it has a smaller uncertainty. Besides that, the computation of s involves all the measurements in each sample, while the computation of R involves only two measurements (the largest and the smallest). It turns out that the improvement in precision obtains with s as opposed to R increase as the sample size increases. It follow that the s chart is better choice, especially for larger sample sizes (greater than 5 or so).

### 2.5.2 The R Chart

This chart controls the process variability since the sample range is related to the process standard deviation. The center line of the R chart is the average range. The R chart is normally used for numerical data that is captured in subgroups in some logical manner for example 3 production parts measured every hour. A special cause such as a broken tool will then show up as an abnormal pattern of points on the chart.